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After failing to break the $43K level on April
21, BTCUSD fell significantly, pushing the
asset into red territory once again. The
market has now lost over $80Bn as BTC
moves toward weekly lows.

At the time of this report, Bitcoin is trading
near the $37,700 support, the lowest level
since March 15. So far, the weekly
candlestick is showing full control of the
bears and a possible continuation of the
sell-off until at least the $36K level. 
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It has been another bearish start to the week for
ETH as the asset dipped during the early hours of
Monday. Ether has mirrored BTC as it trades
below the $39K mark. The live Ethereum price
today is $2,851.69 USD with a 24-hour trading
volume of $15,724,341,871 USD. On the daily
timeframe, the ETH trend is trading at the support
of the ascending channel pattern. Traders can
expect a bounce back to new highs if the channel
is respected. On the contrary, if bears manage to
break this price pattern, ETH could reach
$2400-$2200 in the next few days. 

So far, it appears the bears have stepped in using
the $2600 area as the next target. 

Ethereum (ETH)
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BNB burned about 1.84 million coins in the last 30 days,
equivalent to nearly $742 million USD. This is a bullish
fundamental to take into account when investing in this
asset. 

BNB is currently heading toward the lower band of the
ascending channel. The $380-$370 support seems to
be imminent for this pair before continuing trending
higher.  Bulls are now looking forward to buying at lower
levels.

If the price sustains and closes above the ascending
support (highlighted in blue), the bulls will strive to push
the BNB/USDT pair above the $450 once again. If they
fail, the pair could fall to the nearest support at $300. 

Binance Coin (BNB) 
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XRP price has officially broken the consolidation
zone and is now heading toward the next  support
at $0.60. As XRPUSD has broken the intraday
consolidation, bears have increased their short
positions and are confident of setting the monthly
low at $0.50 as a target.  

If the price sustains above $0.60, there may be a
space for a short bullish correction. Nonetheless,
the odds are not on bulls favour. The next key
level for a bounce Is the $0.50 area.   if the price
turns up and rises back above $0.50, it will
suggest the markets have rejected those lower
levels. 

XRP 
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Cardano (ADA) Cardano has been stuck inside a large range
between $1.20 and $0.80 for the past several
days. Due to high uncertainty, scalpers are now
buying near the support and selling close to the
resistance of the range.

After failing to cross above the resistance at
$1.20 on April 4, the pair has been breaking
several intraday supports in a row. The
downsloping and the weekly candlestick
formations fully indicate that bears are in
control.
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Solana has been forming a descending
triangular formation in them monthly timeframe
and it is now becoming a tight trading range. 

On higher timeframes,  price action is certainly
heading to towards the downside, nonetheless
the $95-80 area still remains as an important
level to keep an eye on.

If bears succeed and sink the price below the
79.6% Fibonacci area, selling could intensify
and the SOL/USDT pair could slide to the
strong support at $60-$40. 

Solana (SOL)
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LUNAUSD is currently in an accumulation around
the $100 level. Price action indicates a total
balance between supply and demand.

If the price remains above the $100 value area,
the bulls will make another attempt to clear the
overhead hurdle and revisit all-time highs. If they
fail, the pair could start its march toward the
$80-$75 support. 

The balance could tilt in favor of the bulls if the
weekly candle closes above $100. This case
scenario could pull the pair back to its previous
bullish momentum. 

Terra (LUNA)
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